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Abstract: Covalent organic framework (COF) are an evolving class of porous material that integrate organic subunits into periodic 2D and 3D holding together by covalent

bond. These materials have a broad potential application in the fields of gas separation, water purification, catalysis and metal adsorption. Nevertheless, the majority of the

solvothermal reaction obtain a fine polycrystalline powder. This type of assemble prevent the processability and handling limiting their purpose in many fields. Aerogels are

greatly porous materials with a recently increase impact. The synthesis is by the sol−gel method then by the removed of the solvents within the pores, avoiding the

structure collapse by using supercritical fluid drying and freeze-drying. However, the significant growth is due to the generate of aerogels of graphene1, metal oxide2 metal

organic3 and conjugated microporous polymers4. Recently, Yu-Bin Dong et al. have reported a composite aerogel of COF@chitosan improving the performance of the

material to bring practical application in water purification. We report a series of Aerogel-COFs(Aero-COFs) monoliths based on imine bond without used of surfactant or

other processable organic aerogel as composite, lent structural features to raise the applications. This work represent the first so-far reported COF aerogels.
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Schematic representation of the synthesis of covalent organic framework aerogel: Fabrication of COF-

aerogel monoliths based on imine at mild condition with a range of size pore.
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SEM and TEM images of Aerogels; Shows sponge porous network morphology involving of interconnected

nanoparticles. The particle sizes range around 30-40 nm (TAPB-BTCA-COF), 45-50 nm (PPDA-BTCA-COF)

and 60-70nm (TAPB-PDA-COF).
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CONCLUSIONS

A series of imine-based COF gels and arerogels has been prepared under mild conditions using supercritic CO2

solvent exchange. The characterization of these arerogels confirm their intrinsic porosity and crystallinity.

The generalization of this preparation process suggests that can be extended to similar imine-COFs.

The COF aerogels can be prepared as monoliths that are potentially useful in many applications such as catalysis,

or gas separation.
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